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Morbilliviruses cause many diseases of medical and veterinary
importance, and although some (e.g., measles and rinderpest) have
been controlled successfully, others, such as canine distemper virus
(CDV), are a growing concern. A propensity for host-switching has
resulted in CDV emergence in new species, including endangered
wildlife, posing challenges for controlling disease in multispecies
communities. CDV is typically associated with domestic dogs, but
little is known about its maintenance and transmission in speciesrich areas or about the potential role of domestic dog vaccination as
a means of reducing disease threats to wildlife. We address these
questions by analyzing a long-term serological dataset of CDV in
lions and domestic dogs from Tanzania’s Serengeti ecosystem. Using a Bayesian state–space model, we show that dynamics of CDV
have changed considerably over the past three decades. Initially,
peaks of CDV infection in dogs preceded those in lions, suggesting
that spill-over from dogs was the main driver of infection in wildlife.
However, despite dog-to-lion transmission dominating cross-species
transmission models, infection peaks in lions became more frequent
and asynchronous from those in dogs, suggesting that other wildlife species may play a role in a potentially complex maintenance
community. Widespread mass vaccination of domestic dogs reduced
the probability of infection in dogs and the size of outbreaks but did
not prevent transmission to or peaks of infection in lions. This study
demonstrates the complexity of CDV dynamics in natural ecosystems and the value of long-term, large-scale datasets for investigating transmission patterns and evaluating disease control strategies.
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he genus Morbillivirus includes highly contagious, and often
fatal, RNA viruses that cause diseases of great public health,
economic, and conservation concern, such as measles, rinderpest,
and canine distemper. Canine distemper virus (CDV) is distributed
worldwide and affects an expanding range of host species, including
domestic and wild canids (1, 2), marine mammals (3), felids (2, 4,
5), procyonids and ursids (6), and nonhuman primates (7–9). The
propensity of CDV for host-switching has raised concerns about
both potential risks for humans (10) and extinction threats to endangered wildlife (11–13).
Although previously thought to be nonpathogenic in cats, outbreaks among large captive felids in the 1990s drew attention to
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CDV as a potential conservation threat to felids (2). The beststudied example of CDV infection in free-ranging felids comes from
Tanzania’s Serengeti ecosystem (Fig. 1A), where a CDV epidemic
in 1994 killed ∼30% of lions (Panthera leo) and affected several
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Fig. 2. Annual CDV seroprevalence in Serengeti lions (black) and in nonvaccinated dogs from vaccinated (green) and unvaccinated (blue) villages
and regional vaccination coverage (red).
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other carnivore species within the Serengeti National Park (SNP)
(14). The close similarity of viruses recovered from wild carnivores
and domestic dogs (Canis lupus familiaris) (15) indicated that
a single dog variant was responsible for the die-off in lions. Prolonged viral circulation during 1992–1994 was documented in
higher-density dog populations adjacent to the northwestern
boundaries of the SNP with more sporadic exposure detected in
lower-density dog populations to the east (exposed in 1991 and
1994 but not in 1992–1993). The high-density dog populations
therefore were considered the most likely source of infection for
wildlife (Fig. 1A) (16).
Similar to other morbilliviruses [e.g., measles virus (17–19)],
the acute, highly immunizing nature of CDV infection suggests
that large populations of susceptible hosts are required for persistence. In smaller populations, more or less regular epidemics
are typically followed by “fade-outs” during which infection
disappears until reintroduced from outside (20). However, many
questions remain regarding population size thresholds and
determinants of CDV persistence in natural ecosystems comprising a wide range of susceptible hosts.
In the Serengeti ecosystem, earlier studies indicate that CDV
was unlikely to have been maintained by lion populations or
other wildlife (e.g., combined lion, hyena, and jackal populations) in the SNP before the 1994 epidemic (21, 22), further
implicating higher-density domestic dogs as a more likely reservoir of infection (16). However, observations from other ecosystems do not support this hypothesis. In northern Kenya, for
example, domestic dog populations adjacent to wildlife protected
areas show patterns of exposure consistent with reoccurring
outbreaks rather than persistent infection (23), suggesting that
the dog population is insufficiently large to maintain CDV and
that infection needs to be reintroduced from outside sources
(e.g., other domestic dog or wildlife communities). In other
large, protected areas such as the Yellowstone National Park,
the periodic nature of CDV occurrence in wild carnivore communities and the small size of the dog population around
the park suggest disease persistence in the wild populations
themselves (24).
Knowledge of the mechanisms of long-term CDV maintenance is
essential to optimize disease management (25). Mass vaccination of
domestic dogs has been proposed as a strategy for protecting endangered wildlife in many areas (26, 27), but concerns arise over its
cost-effectiveness as a conservation tool within a potentially complex system, especially when the contribution of dogs to disease
maintenance is uncertain (28). The implementation of mass dog
vaccination programs in the Serengeti ecosystem since 1996, although driven largely by the need to control rabies (29),
provides an opportunity to evaluate the impact of dog vaccination on CDV infection in both dog and wildlife populations.

Results
We used a Bayesian state–space model to analyze CDV serology
records of lions and domestic dogs (Fig. 2) to estimate and
characterize the annual probability of CDV infection for individuals of each species. The estimated annual pattern of CDV
infection was best explained by a model comprising, for each
species, a linear trend on time, a second-order autoregressive
(AR) component that phenomenologically captures the withinspecies disease dynamics, a cross-species transmission parameter
(lions-to-dogs and dogs-to-lions), and, for dogs, village- and
region-level vaccination with a lag of 1 and 2 years.
Our results show distinct changes in the pattern of the estimated annual probability of infection of dogs and lions
(Fig. 3), suggesting that the mechanisms of CDV maintenance
in this system have changed over the last three decades. Although CDV dynamics from 1970 to ∼1977 were uncertain
[see large credible intervals (CIs) in Fig. 3], because of the
lack of data during this period, there were at least two distinct
episodes of exposure in lions and dogs before the mid-1990s
(∼1981 and ∼1993) and, as previously observed by Packer,
et al. (30), a possible third episode in ∼1976, separated by
periods during which infection apparently was absent. In
each of these episodes, infection peaks in dogs preceded
infection peaks in lions, suggesting that during this period
CDV dynamics were driven by domestic dogs and supporting
the hypothesis that spill-over from domestic dogs caused the
1994 outbreak in the lion population (16). However, these
dynamics changed after 1994, with a less consistent relationship between the timing of infection peaks in dogs and lions
suggesting that the targeted dog population is not the only
source of CDV in wildlife. The concurrent timing of exposure
in dogs and lions around 2000 (Fig. 3) corresponded to increased levels of clinical infection in the dog populations and
in the Ngorongoro lion population (east of SNP) (31). Lower
levels of infection in lions in 1998 and 2007 (Fig. 3) also coincided with localized viral circulation in domestic dogs and
African wild dog (Lycaon pictus) populations (32), although
seropositivity in domestic dogs was too low to detect an increase in the annual probability of infection at these times
(for low probabilities, see SI Appendix, Fig. S4).
Based on the AR parameter plane (Fig. 4) (33) obtained from
the estimated AR coefficients, CDV dynamics in both species
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Fig. 1. Map of the Serengeti ecosystem (Tanzania). Circles represent human
settlements (gray) surrounding the Serengeti National Park, villages/households from which domestic dogs were sampled (dark blue), locations where
lions were sampled (black), and villages included in domestic dog vaccination
campaigns that were not sampled (pale blue). (A) Arrows indicate the direction of the spread of CDV during the 1994 epidemic as reconstructed by
Cleaveland et al. (16). (B) Small-scale domestic dog vaccination campaigns
conducted during 1996–2002. (C) Expanded domestic dog vaccination program implemented during 2003–2012.

In this study we analyze the most comprehensive available
multihost dataset on CDV in Africa, including domestic dog and
lion serology data from the Serengeti ecosystem spanning almost three decades as well as data from mass dog vaccination
interventions. These data are analyzed using a Bayesian state–
space modeling approach to examine long-term patterns of infection in a large, multihost ecosystem. We first determine the
role of domestic dogs and lions in maintaining CDV by assessing
the within- and between-species dynamics and subsequently investigate the impact of small- (Fig. 1B) and large-scale (Fig. 1C)
vaccination programs on infection dynamics.
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Fig. 3. State–space model estimates of the annual mode probability of CDV
infection in lions (orange line, Upper) and dogs (pink line, Lower). Associated
50%, 75%, and 95% CIs are indicated by dark, medium, and light shading,
respectively.

exhibit damped fluctuations. However, although CDV dynamics
in domestic dogs are cyclic, with a period of ∼6 years between
peaks of infection (Fig. 4), the dynamics in lions are less distinctly cyclic (i.e., AR coefficients fall adjacent to the parameter
plane parabola) (Fig. 4), and hence, if present, cyclicity in lions
exhibits a higher frequency with a mean of 2 years between peaks
of infection. This difference suggests distinct maintenance and/or
transmission mechanisms in these species. The model results also
showed a consistently lower mean annual probability of infection
in dogs than in lions (Fig. 3; see difference between dog and lion
probability of infection in SI Appendix, Fig. S5) and narrower
CIs, because sampling was more systematic and sample sizes
were larger in dogs than in lions. In addition, lions are longer
lived and have a higher chance of exposure throughout their
lifetime.
To investigate the impact of cross-species transmission on
CDV dynamics, we compared the forecast of the annual probabilities of infection with and without the cross-species transmission parameter (Fig. 5). The similarity between the predicted
probability of infection in dogs with and without lion-to-dog
transmission, i.e., the mean difference between the two, is close
to zero, and CIs span an equal range above and below zero (Fig.
5, Upper), indicating that transmission from lions to dogs is
negligible. This finding is consistent with the estimated lion-todog transmission parameter value [ω4 = 0.032 (0.00–0.20)] (SI
Appendix, Table S5). The lion prediction model was imprecise
(see the CIs in Fig. 5, Lower that range from −1 to 1), probably
because of small sample sizes, and therefore was uninformative.
However, the effect size of the parameter governing dog-to-lion
transmission [β4 = 0.283 (0.08–2.48)] was 10 times larger than that
of lion-to-dog transmission, indicating strongly asymmetric crossspecies transmission.
To investigate the role of dog vaccination on CDV dynamics
in dogs, we compared the forecasts of the annual probability of
infection with and without vaccination at the village (i.e., binary
indicator of dog CDV vaccination in the village) and regional
(i.e., annual dog vaccination coverage across all villages sampled within the Serengeti ecosystem) levels. Initially (1996–
2002), dog vaccination programs targeted only dog populations
to the northwest of SNP (Fig. 1B) and covered a limited and
patchy area, especially during 2000–2002 (Fig. 2, red line).
From 2003, an extended vaccination program attained a more
consistent spatial coverage by encompassing all villages within
a 10-km zone adjacent to the western boundaries of SNP and all
villages to the east (Figs. 1C and 2). Our results (Fig. 6, Upper)
1466 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1411623112

Discussion
This study presents an unprecedented dataset and epidemiological analyses of morbillivirus transmission dynamics at the
wildlife–domestic animal interface. The findings indicate that (i)
over almost four decades, cross-species transmission of CDV in
the Serengeti ecosystem has been dominated by dog-to-lion
transmission, although some lion-to-dog transmission is also
likely to have occurred; (ii) CDV dynamics are cyclic in both
dogs and lions, although lion dynamics exhibit a much higher
periodicity of cycles than dogs, suggesting distinct maintenance
and/or transmission mechanisms; (iii) the relationship between
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indicate that CDV dynamics in domestic dogs are not obviously
influenced by the local vaccination status of villages; the mean
difference between the predicted annual probability of infection with and without village-level vaccination was narrowly
(but consistently) below zero, with the lower and upper CIs only
slightly asymmetric around zero (Fig. 6, Upper). Together with
the apparent natural fade-out of CDV in dogs from unvaccinated villages during 1996–2000 and the limited exposure
in younger animals up until 2000 (SI Appendix, Fig. S9), when
reintroductions of infection were observed (Fig. 3), our results
also point to a negligible effect of regional-level vaccination
when efforts are patchy and limited (1996–2002) (Fig. 6,
Lower). However, continuous and more extensive vaccination
coverage (∼30%), as implemented from 2003 onwards (Fig. 2),
has a clearly identifiable impact on CDV infection in dogs, as
demonstrated by the ∼5% decrease in the predicted mean
difference of the probability of infection with and without regional-level vaccination from 2003 onwards (Fig. 6, Lower; for
raw predictions see SI Appendix, Fig. S8). In addition, ∼70% of
the posterior draws of the difference between the predicted
probability of infection with and without regional-level vaccination from 2003 onward were negative (Fig. 6, Lower), suggesting that CDV outbreaks in domestic dogs could be much
larger in the absence of continuous and extensive vaccination.
The change in the final upper CIs of SI Appendix, Fig. S8, from
a maximum of 0.4 with vaccination to 0.9 without vaccination,
show that the outbreaks could be up to 50% larger.
Because of the uncertainty in the lion prediction model (Fig. 5,
Lower), it was not possible to determine directly whether dog-tolion transmission was affected by dog vaccination, but the intensity of CDV outbreaks in lions apparently was lower after the
establishment of the mass vaccination program (2003 onwards)
(Fig. 3), suggesting a lower force of infection from dogs to lions.
However any reduction was insufficient to prevent the disease
from circulating in lions altogether and may have been concealed
by smaller sample sizes.
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Fig. 4. AR parameter plane. Closed dark dots correspond to the posterior
mean of the first-order AR coefficient [x axis, AR (1)] of the best model (i.e.,
ω2/β2) against the posterior mean of the second-order AR coefficient [y axis,
AR (2)] (i.e., ω3/β3) for dogs (blue) and lions (black), respectively. Each open
light dot corresponds to a draw of the AR posterior distributions. Parameters
outside the triangle indicate unstable dynamics that become extinct. Inside
the triangle, the dynamics are stable or display damped oscillations. Within
the parabola, the dynamics are cyclic with the period increasing from left to
right as represented by the contour lines.
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2010

Fig. 5. Sensitivity analysis results for the cross-species transmission parameter showing the difference between the probability of dog infection predicted with and without lion-to-dog transmission (Upper) and between the
probability of lion infection predicted with and without dog-to-lion transmission (Lower). Shaded areas around the mean (black line) correspond to
50% (dark gray), 75% (medium gray), and 95% (light gray) CIs.

the timing of infection in dogs and lions has changed with time, and
a lack of synchrony in infection peaks in dogs and lions may be
explained by the different periodicities of infection dynamics; (iv)
small-scale dog vaccination (1996–2002) had little or no effect on
regional CDV dynamics in dogs, but larger-scale campaigns (2003–
2012) had a significant impact, potentially halving the size of outbreaks in dogs; (v) neither small- nor larger-scale dog vaccination
campaigns prevented transmission of CDV infection to lions;
and (vi) domestic dog populations immediately surrounding the
SNP are not the sole driver of CDV infection in lions, and CDV
persistence is likely to involve a larger multihost community.
Morbilliviruses are a fascinating group of pathogens that include viruses that have been eradicated (e.g., rinderpest virus,
RPV), those that are well understood and controllable through
mass vaccination (e.g., measles virus), and those that are emerging
in new host populations and in new areas, with changing patterns
of pathogenicity and transmission (e.g., CDV and marine mammal
morbilliviruses) (for a review see ref. 10). The feasibility of eliminating and controlling morbilliviruses through mass vaccination
depends largely on the nature of the reservoir system. Both RPV
and measles viruses are maintained by single-host populations
(cattle and humans, respectively). In contrast, this study demonstrates that the potential complexity of CDV maintenance
patterns in multihost ecosystems, such as the Serengeti, poses
substantial challenges for control or elimination.
Earlier studies pointed to domestic dogs as a potential reservoir of CDV in the Serengeti ecosystem (16) and as a target for
interventions. Our analysis demonstrates that, at least in the last
two decades, dogs from the Serengeti ecosystem were unlikely to
be the sole source of infection for wildlife. Previous studies
showed that in the Serengeti ecosystem the lion population is too
small to maintain CDV on its own (21, 22). Together with these
earlier reports, our finding that CDV can circulate in lions even
when levels of infection are extremely low and asynchronous in
domestic dogs supports the hypothesis that CDV infection in the
Serengeti ecosystem is likely to persist across large regional
scales, involving the wider domestic dog population beyond the
Serengeti ecosystem and other wildlife species. Although our
study focuses only on lions, the broader wild carnivore community, comprising more than 28 species, is likely to play an important role in transmission of CDV in the ecosystem (34). Wild
carnivores, such as hyena, jackal, and mongoose species (35),
Viana et al.
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Fig. 6. Results of sensitivity analysis for the vaccination parameters showing
the difference between the probability of dog infection predicted with and
without village-level vaccination (Upper) and with and without regionallevel vaccination (Lower). Shaded areas around the mean (black line) correspond to 50% (dark gray), 75% (medium gray), and 95% (light gray) CIs.
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which are abundant in villages adjacent to SNP, likely comprise
numerous “liaison” hosts linking domestic dogs with lions.
However, questions remain about the relative role of wild and
domestic carnivores in CDV persistence. For example, the
long gap in exposure to CDV in dogs and lions during the
1980s suggests that CDV disappeared from the ecosystem for
a prolonged period, and therefore it is unlikely that wild carnivores acted as maintenance communities during this time. Since
then the situation is less clear, with only a short period (∼2005)
when CDV disappeared from lions. Similarly, there is no evidence for continuous circulation of CDV in the sampled dog
populations living in proximity to the protected areas, suggesting
that these populations are not capable of independent maintenance. Combined, these observations lead to the hypothesis
that the larger, mostly unvaccinated, dog populations outside the
study area may contribute to a maintenance community that
also comprises other wild carnivores.
The reasons for the shifts in CDV dynamics following the 1994
epidemic are unclear. A higher frequency of infection peaks in
lions, despite low levels of infection in domestic dogs, could have
been the result of higher, more consistent levels of infection in
other wild carnivore hosts. However, carnivore transect counts
in the SNP provide no evidence for a change in carnivore assemblages or host density that might indicate more sustained
circulation and maintenance of CDV in wildlife (35). The nonstationary patterns of CDV infection resemble the dynamics of
other morbilliviruses, e.g., measles, before and after mass immunization efforts (19, 36, 37). Reductions in pools of susceptibles as a result of vaccination were important determinants in
the temporal transitions in measles dynamics (from regular to
irregular cycles) in England and Wales (19, 38, 39). Therefore
mass vaccination targeting domestic dog populations also might
explain the changing CDV dynamics in the Serengeti. However,
our model indicates that small-scale vaccination campaigns
conducted during 1997–2002 had little or no impact on the
probability of CDV infection, and an increased frequency of
peaks in lions was already observable before the implementation
of large-scale vaccination campaigns in 2003. Combined, these
results suggest that changing CDV dynamics in lions are unlikely
to be related to mass dog vaccination, i.e., there is no evident
causal relationship between shifts in lion CDV dynamics and dog
vaccination. Natural CDV cycles or increasing human and associated
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dog populations in villages across northern Tanzania provide alternative possible explanations for the shifting patterns of infection.
Previous studies in the Serengeti ecosystem have highlighted
domestic dogs as the potential reservoir of both CDV and rabies,
another multihost viral pathogen of carnivores (40). Although
studies indicate that the Serengeti dog population is the sole
maintenance population of rabies (41), the same does not appear
to be true for CDV. Each dog vaccinated in this study area
receives both rabies and CDV vaccine, and although this dual
vaccination has been sufficient to eliminate rabies from lowerdensity dog populations and wildlife to the east of SNP, with long
periods of absence from wildlife in SNP (42), CDV continues to
circulate in wildlife and, although to a lesser extent, in domestic
dogs in these areas. This persistence is likely caused by a higher
basic reproductive number (R0) for CDV compared with rabies
(43), as suggested by R0 estimates for other morbilliviruses
[e.g., phocine distemper virus (44)].
Larger-scale and continuous vaccination programs may reduce
the mean annual probability of infection in dogs by ∼5% and the
size of potential outbreaks, highlighting the importance of the
expanded vaccination program (covering 30,000–50,000 dogs
each year in >200 villages) in maintaining the current low levels
of CDV circulation in domestic dog populations. However, even
this level of dog vaccination does not seem to prevent transmission to lions, because infection peaks continue to occur,
although seemingly with lower amplitudes than during the
prevaccination era. The complexities and shifting patterns of
CDV dynamics in the Serengeti ecosystem raise many questions
as to the most appropriate and cost-effective approaches for the
management of CDV in natural ecosystems. Although concerns
about the impact of CDV in lions were raised because of high
mortality in the 1994 outbreak, there currently is no evidence of
clinical impacts of CDV infection in lions, except when outbreaks are synchronized with high levels of Babesia spp. (31).
However, concerns remain about the vulnerability of critical
populations, such as African wild dogs (45). Our results suggest
that, as a conservation measure to protect wildlife, mass domestic dog vaccination efforts need to be continuous and widespread, posing logistic and financial challenges, and, even then,
are unlikely to result in the elimination of infection in wildlifeprotected areas.
Despite ongoing debates about the risks of vaccinating threatened wildlife (e.g., ref. 26), substantial progress has been made in
developing efficient and safe vaccines for use in a range of carnivores (46, 47), which may be considered as an alternative disease management strategy. Mathematical models suggest that
vaccinating a core (i.e., 30–40%) of individuals against rabies in
endangered African wild dog and Ethiopian wolf (Canis simensis)
populations would be sufficient to ensure the persistence of small
populations (48, 49). A policy of core vaccination strategies
against CDV in these species could also be a feasible and more
cost-effective strategy than mass dog vaccination for protecting
endangered populations against extinction risks.
Serological approaches are key to assessing exposure of populations to CDV (50). However, our study raises a number of
issues with respect to sampling strategies for CDV surveillance in
domestic dog populations. The patchiness and low rates of infection indicate that a larger number of villages may need to be
sampled to be able to detect the disappearance or spread of
CDV in any given area. However, given the limited resources
available for serological testing, increased sampling of villages is
typically offset by smaller sample sizes within villages. This study
demonstrates the value of combining long-term serological data
with advanced analytical tools to maximize the utility of these
serological data and to explain complex patterns of infection.
Cross-reactivity is an issue common to all serology studies
(50). For example, sera from cattle infected with morbilliviruses
such as RPV have been shown to neutralize CDV (51), and serological tests cannot easily distinguish antibodies against CDV
from antibodies against RPV. Lions sampled before RPV
eradication could have been exposed to RPV (e.g., through
1468 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1411623112

consumption of infected carcasses) and therefore could have
detectable CDV titers in the absence of CDV infection. However, the clear episodic pattern of CDV infection during those
years, together with the low CDV exposure in lions in the years
following the last known RPV outbreak in the region (1982–
1983) (52), and the inclusion of a probability of misclassification
of disease status in the modeling framework, limit the potential
role of misclassification of CDV infection resulting from crossimmunity with RPV. Furthermore, a refit of the model excluding
data from before 1983 resulted in similar patterns of CDV
infection post-1983.
The integration of state-of-the-art analytical methods with
data from large-scale monitoring and intervention studies provided a unique opportunity to explore long-term CDV dynamics
and the impacts of interventions at the domestic–wildlife interface in a species-rich ecosystem. Our findings have important implications for future research on CDV and other
challenging multihost systems and provide directions for the
management of endangered wildlife, especially those at the
domestic–wildlife interface.
Materials and Methods
Lion Data. Lion data included CDV serology data from lions sampled from
1984–2012 (n = 535) as part of SNP management or research operations, and
years of sampling and birth. Further details are provided in SI Appendix.
Domestic Dog Data. Domestic dog data included CDV serology data, villagelevel vaccination efforts (number of dogs vaccinated), and years of sampling
and birth of each dog. Dogs were sampled from 1992–2012 (n = 6,866) during
central-point and house-to-house vaccination campaigns (29) and, in unvaccinated areas, during randomized household surveys. Further details are
provided in SI Appendix.
Serological Assays. CDV serology was carried out using neutralization assays
at Intervet (United Kingdom), Animal Health Diagnostic Center (Cornell
University, Ithaca, NY), and University of Glasgow (United Kingdom). We used
a cutoff titer value equivalent to a 1:16 dilution to define prior exposure, as in
other studies of CDV exposure in wild carnivore species (23, 24). Fig. 2 shows
annual seroprevalence in lions and dogs. Further details are provided in
SI Appendix.
Intervention Studies. Domestic dog vaccination programs against rabies, CDV,
and canine parvovirus have been carried out simultaneously since 1996.
Initially (1996–2002) small-scale campaigns were conducted in only one district to the northwest of SNP (Fig. 1B). From 2003 onwards, vaccination
campaigns have been expanded to include all villages to the east of SNP and
within a 10-km zone bordering the western boundaries of the park (Fig. 1C).
Regional vaccination coverage, estimated as the ratio between the total
number of vaccinated dogs and the dog population size from all sampled
villages independently of vaccination history (light gray villages in Fig. 1), as
well as seroprevalence over time in unvaccinated dogs from vaccinated and
nonvaccinated villages, are shown in Fig. 2.
Bayesian State–Space Model. A Bayesian state–space model was developed to
estimate the (unobserved) annual probability of infection of dogs and lions
and to evaluate the impact of cross-species transmission and of the vaccination program on this probability (SI Appendix). The model comprises two
coupled parts, a biological and an observation process. The biological process captures the infection dynamics through a linear predictor comprising
autocovariates (i.e., first- and second-order AR components capable of
reconstructing endemic disease outbreaks), cross-species transmission (i.e.,
operating with a 1-year lag on the other species, lion-to-dog and dog-to-lion
transmission), the external force of infection (accounting for species other
than dogs and lions and implemented as a linear trend), and an additional
region-level vaccination term exclusive to dogs (i.e., covariate of annual
vaccination coverage of the previous year and 2 years before estimated
across all sampled villages). The model’s observation process confronts
the population-level model of the biological process with individual-level
data (i.e., CDV serology data), simultaneously capturing known or suspected
biases and imprecisions in the data-collection process.
Our model selection procedure considers several criteria: (i) biological plausibility; (ii) numerical robustness; (iii) goodness-of-fit; (iv) parsimony; and (v) robustness of parameter posteriors. Briefly, the model chosen (described above) is
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Sensitivity Models. To investigate the impact of cross-species transmission and
vaccination on the annual probability of infection, we developed prediction
models (SI Appendix) based on the best model as decided via model selection. Specifically, to investigate the quantitative effect of removing crossspecies transmission, we compared the estimated annual probability of
infection for dogs from the best model with that from a model with the
lion-to-dog and dog-to-lion transmission parameters set to zero. To investigate
the quantitative impact of vaccination, we compared the estimated annual
probability of infection for dogs from the best model with that from a model
with the village-level and regional-level vaccination parameters set to zero.
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one that is biologically plausible and addresses our scientific questions but also
converges well, generates validated fits, and is not identified as obviously
overparameterized. Further details are given in SI Appendix.

